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Tea Party Balloon Arch 

Is the tea party balloon arch similar in color to your 

tea? This is the tea party balloon arch created by 

Borun Balloon Factory in accordance with the color 

of tea. The green color of tea will make people feel 

calm, just like the main color of this tea party 

balloon arch is green, immersed in the aroma of 

tea, full of vitality green, with light apricot color, see 

the color of tea, taste the aroma of tea.Creating a 

natural environment for you is the purpose of this 

tea party balloon Arch set. 

 

 

Product Description 

Tea party is a traditional Chinese culture, but it will also be welcomed by many friends abroad, 

like this tea party balloon Arch set. Latex balloon production in China, just like tea production in 

China, is recognized as the best balloon, tea party will go to the world, Borun balloon factory 

tea party balloon arch will be wholesale export to foreign countries. The mission of this tea 

party balloon Arch is to share more culture and let everyone know more regional cultural 

characteristics. 

 

 

Borun Balloon Factory designers rely on cultural roots and customer needs to customize the 

party balloon arch garland, each of our balloon arch has a unique meaning.Qianjia brand 

under the balloon arch will not be like other vendors as random patchwork pop color to make a 

balloon arch, each of our balloon garland arch is carefully crafted. Balloon factory after quality 

testing of high quality latex balloons, designers burst inspiration design beyond the cognitive 

party balloon arch. 

 

 

Tea party balloon Arch can not only be used in your tea party, if you like this balloon arch you 

can also be used in any of your parties.Tea party balloon arch manual operation is very simple, 

you can arbitrarily change the shape of the balloon arch, handmade to create your own balloon 

arch.We look forward to contacting us via Whats App or email to give you a discount when you 

wholesale balloon Arch. 

 


